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Spin-valve, weak localization/antilocalization, and scanned probe microscopy measurements are
used to investigate the influence of sulfur-based surface treatments and electrically insulating barrier
layers on spin injection into, and spin transport within, the two-dimensional electron layer at the
surface of p-type InAs at 4.2 K. An electrically insulating barrier layer is found to be required to
achieve nonzero spin injection efficiency, with a 3 nm Al2O3 electrically insulating barrier providing
a spin injection efficiency of 5�2%. Conductive atomic force microscopy suggests that localized
leakage through the InAs native oxide is sufficient to suppress spin-polarized current injection in the
absence of a more highly insulating barrier layer. Spin scattering lengths are determined
experimentally from both weak localization/antilocalization and spin-valve measurements. Spin and
elastic scattering lengths of 230�20 and 85�5 nm, respectively, are measured, with a sulfur-based
surface treatment increasing the spin scattering length to 250�20 nm and decreasing the elastic

scattering length to 65�5 nm. © 2010 American Vacuum Society. �DOI: 10.1116/1.3502674�
I. INTRODUCTION

All-electrical spintronic devices based on ferromagnet/
semiconductor hybrid structures offer the potential for real-
ization of logic and switching performance with high speed
and low power consumption, and the possibility to integrate
additional functionalities such as nonvolatile information
storage with more conventional semiconductor electronics.1

Structures incorporating narrow-bandgap semiconductors of-
fer potential advantages for spintronic device applications
due to their combination of high electron mobility and strong
spin-orbit coupling,2 but only limited information is avail-
able concerning spin injection into and spin transport within
the surface electron layer of InAs �Ref. 3� compared to that
reported for GaAs �Refs. 4 and 5� or GaAs/InGaAs/InAlAs
quantum-well structures.6,7 InAs is of particular interest as it
offers the advantages of a strong Rashba effect8,9 for cou-
pling of electron spin transport to transverse electric field for
spin transistor devices,10 and the inherent presence of a sur-
face electron layer that facilitates strong coupling of elec-
trons in InAs to a ferromagnetic contact.11,12

We describe here the effect of InAs surface processing
and interfacial layer insertion within a ferromagnet/InAs
contact on electrical spin injection efficiency and on elastic
scattering and spin dephasing lengths within the surface elec-
tron layer of p-type InAs. Spin injection efficiencies and spin
diffusion lengths are determined using magnetoresistance
measurements on spin-valve structures with variable channel
lengths, with spin diffusion lengths corroborated and scatter-
ing lengths determined by analysis of weak localization/
antilocalization behavior in Corbino disk structures. Our
studies indicate that insertion of a thin insulating layer, in
this case Al2O3, is required to achieve injection of current
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with measurable spin polarization from a Co contact into the
p-type InAs surface electron layer, and that InAs surface
passivation improves the spin diffusion length and decreases
the transport scattering length in the InAs surface electron
layer.

II. EXPERIMENT

Spin-valve and Corbino disk structures were fabricated on
lightly doped p-type InAs �100� wafers, as shown schemati-
cally in Fig. 1. Also shown in this figure is a schematic
energy band-edge diagram illustrating formation of an elec-
tron inversion layer at the InAs surface due to pinning of the
Fermi level above the conduction band-edge.13 Hall mea-
surements performed on the p-type InAs wafers provided
confirmation that, at temperatures below 77 K, the surface
electron layer is electrically isolated from the p-type InAs
bulk carriers, and yielded a mobility of �6000 cm2 /V s and
electron sheet concentration of �1�1012 cm−2 at 4 K for
the surface electron layer.

Both spin-valve and Corbino disk structures were fabri-
cated using a standard lift-off process, with one of the two
approaches employed to control the electronic properties of
the Co/InAs interface. In the first, 35 nm Co metallization
was deposited by electron beam evaporation on InAs cleaned
with acetone and then isopropanol with ultrasonic agitation
for 3 min each. This was assumed to result in an interface
with the Co and InAs layers separated by the native oxide
formed on the InAs surface.14 In the second, the InAs surface
was first cleaned in organic solvents as above and then
soaked for 15 min at 35 °C in 7% �NH4�2S in which extra
sulfur was dissolved to form a sulfur-saturated solution. This
latter process has been shown previously to result in removal
of the native oxide and formation of In–S bonds at the InAs
surface.14 Approximately 3 nm of Al2O3 was then deposited

by rf sputtering on the cleaned InAs surface, followed by
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electron beam evaporation of 35 nm Co. Conductive atomic
force microscopy �AFM� was used to characterize the elec-
trical conductivity through the native oxide and Al2O3 layers
and magnetic force microscopy �MFM� to characterize the
magnetization state of the Co contacts as a function of exter-
nal applied magnetic field.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Nanoscale interface oxide conductance

Figure 2 shows the AFM topographs and conductive AFM
images of local current flow through the InAs native oxide
present after cleaning in acetone and isopropanol, and

FIG. 1. �a� Schematic diagram of spin-valve device structure as fabricated on
p-type InAs, magnetoresistance measurement configuration, and InAs elec-
tronic structure. �b� Schematic diagram of Corbino disk device structure,
measurement configuration, and InAs electronic structure.

FIG. 2. Topographic and conductive atomic force microscope images, ob-
tained simultaneously in each case with 1 V bias applied to the sample, of
�a� p-type InAs with native oxide layer and �b� p-type InAs on which a 3 nm
Al2O3 layer have been deposited by sputtering. All scale bars are 200 nm.

Gray scales correspond to 5 nm for topography, and 1 nA for current.
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through a 3 nm Al2O3 layer sputtered onto a sulfur-treated
InAs surface as described above. The topographic and con-
ductive AFM images were obtained simultaneously in each
case, with a bias voltage of 1 V applied to the sample relative
to a conductive probe tip. The gray scale in each conductive
AFM image corresponds to a range of 0–1 nA. We see in
Fig. 2�a� that the native oxide suffers from highly localized
current leakage through the oxide at several points. In con-
trast, no current leakage is observed through the 3 nm Al2O3

film into the underlying InAs layer, for bias voltages as high
as 5 V. The established significance of a tunnel barrier in
enabling injection of spin-polarized current from a ferromag-
netic contact into a semiconductor15 suggests that spin-
polarized current injection into a semiconductor is difficult,
at best, to achieve through low-resistance interfaces; for a
nanoscale spin-valve with the InAs native oxide, the contact
resistance is low due to the pinholelike leakage centers in the
native oxide, as shown in Fig. 2�a�. Therefore, most of the
source-drain current through the spin-valve device is likely
to be conducted through the localized interface leakage cen-
ters without significant spin polarization and the spin-
dependent signal of the spin-valve device should be then
largely suppressed. In contrast, the presence of an Al2O3

layer at the Co–InAs interface eliminates the leakage current
flow through the native oxide and should enable spin-
polarized current injection into and transport in the spin-
valve device.

B. Spin-valve magnetoresistance

The electrical resistance of spin-valve structures fabri-
cated with Al2O3 interface layers on p-type InAs was mea-
sured at 4.2 K as a function of external magnetic field ap-
plied along the width of the Co contacts, as shown
schematically in Fig. 1�a�. No measurable magnetoresistance
was observed for spin-valve devices fabricated with Co con-
tacts deposited directly on as-cleaned or sulfur-passivated
p-InAs surfaces. For spin-valve devices fabricated with
Al2O3 interfacial layers separating the Co contacts from the
p-InAs surface, the magnetoresistance MR plotted in Fig.
1�a� is defined as

MR �
�R

R↑↑ , �1�

where R↑↑ is the average spin-valve resistance for contacts
with parallel magnetization over the entire range of applied
magnetic fields, and �R is the deviation of the resistance
from R↑↑. MR measured as a function of external applied
magnetic field for Co contacts with a center-to-center sepa-
ration of 300 nm is plotted in Fig. 3�a�. The key features of
interest are the sharp changes in resistance that occur for
applied fields in the vicinity of �1000 Oe. These shifts cor-
respond to changes in resistance of 0.12% when the field is
swept in the forward �from � to +� direction, and 0.09%
when the field is swept in the reverse �from + to �� direc-
tion. Figure 3�b� shows the measured resistance change, on a
logarithmic scale, as a function of channel length, i.e.,

center-to-center separation between the Co contacts in the
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direction of carrier transport, in several spin-valve structures.
The magnetoresistance is seen to vary exponentially with
channel length, as expected for spin-dependent electron
transport within a semiconductor channel. Specifically, the
magnetoresistance is expected to be given by16

MR �
�R

R↑↑ =
�2

1 − �2e−lc/lsf , �2�

where � is the spin polarization of the current injected from
the Co contact into the semiconductor, lc is the spin-valve
channel length, and lsf is the spin diffusion length in the
semiconductor channel. Analysis of the data in Fig. 3�b� us-
ing the functional dependence given in Eq. �2� yields a spin
diffusion length lsf of 310�130 nm, and a spin injection
efficiency � of 5�2% at 4.2 K.

To confirm that these observed shifts in resistance corre-
spond to changes in the relative magnetization of the two Co
contacts constituting the spin-valve structure, MFM mea-
surements were performed as a function of externally applied
magnetic field at ambient temperature on Co contact struc-
tures identical to those employed in the resistance measure-
ments, as shown schematically in Fig. 4�a�. Figure 4�b�
shows an AFM topographic image of the Co contact struc-
tures, and Figs. 4�c�–4�e� shows the MFM images after ap-
plication of external magnetic fields of 300, 600, and 1200
Oe. The figure reveals a clear transition from parallel mag-

FIG. 3. �a� Magnetoresistance measured for spin-valve device structure
shown in Fig. 1�a�, for field sweep directions from � to + �open circles� and
from + to � �solid squares�. �b� Maximum measured magnetoresistance as a
function of spin-valve channel length �filled squares�, along with curve fitted
according to Eq. �1� from which the spin injection efficiency and spin dif-
fusion length are determined.
netization, in Fig. 4�c�, to antiparallel magnetization, in Fig.
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4�d�, at 600 Oe, and back to parallel magnetization, but in
the opposite direction, in Fig. 4�e�, at 1200 Oe. The magnetic
fields at which spin-dependent changes in resistance are ob-
served in the low-temperature device measurements shown
in Fig. 3 are somewhat larger, which is as expected based on
the known temperature dependence of the coercivity of Co
thin films.17

C. Weak localization and antilocalization

To verify that parasitic magnetoresistance effects such as
anisotropic magnetoresistance and the local Hall effect18–20

were not influencing the determination of the electron spin
diffusion length, and to obtain additional information con-
cerning transport scattering lengths, we examine weak
localization/antilocalization measurements performed on
Corbino disk structures fabricated on p-type InAs, with a
20 �m inner diameter and 40 �m outer diameter, as illus-
trated schematically in Fig. 1�b�. The classic Drude
parabolas21 are observed in measured magnetoconductance
characteristics at high magnetic fields and subtracted from
initial magnetoconductance characteristics. The remaining
magnetoconductance features are due to the weak localiza-
tion and antilocalization quantum corrections to classic
Drude models.

The Hikami-Larkin-Nagaoka theory fitted to the corrected
magnetoconductance characteristics provides information
about elastic, inelastic, and spin scattering lengths22 and has
also been used to analyze spin-orbit coupling in GaAs and in
InAs inversion layers.23,24 However, it fails to achieve an
appropriate fit in some cases, for example, InAs inversion
layers in Ref. 24 since it only includes only the Elliot–Yafet

FIG. 4. �a� Schematic diagram of measurement process for atomic and mag-
netic force microscopy of Co ferromagnetic contacts for spin-valve device.
�b� Topographic image of Co contacts and ��c�–�e�� magnetic force images
of Co contacts after application of external magnetic fields of 300, 600, and
1200 Oe, respectively. The magnetic force images show the transition from
parallel magnetization, in �c�, to antiparallel magnetization, in �d�, and back
to parallel magnetization, in �e�, in the opposite direction to that in �c�. All
scale bars are 500 nm. Gray scale corresponds to 300 nm in topographic
image. The dashed outlines indicate the edges of the Co contacts. The mag-
netization direction of each Co contact is indicated by arrows.
spin relaxation mechanism and not the Dyakonov-Perel
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mechanism, the dominant mechanism in the two-dimensional
electron system in III-V semiconductors with a cubic crystal
structure. In comparison, the Iordanskii–Lynda–Geller–Pikus
�ILP� theory accounts for both of these spin relaxation
mechanisms25,26 and provides a much better description of
the magnetoconductance characteristics measured in InAs
surface electron layers.27 Furthermore, for transport in the
InAs surface inversion layer, since Rashba effects due to
structural inversion asymmetry dominate the spin
relaxation,28 the ILP theory can be simplified by neglecting
Elliot–Yafet spin relaxation and spin-orbit scattering from
bulk inversion asymmetry. Thus, in fitting the ILP theory to
experimental data, in Eqs. �37� and �38� from Ref. 26, the
third order spin precession term �3 is taken to be zero, and
the remaining first order spin precession term �1 is replaced
by �1

�2�, the term determined by Rashba effects.
The characteristic fields B� for elastic, inelastic, and spin-

orbit scattering are then determined by fitting measured mag-
netoconductance characteristics to the simplified ILP theory
and can be related to the corresponding scattering times ac-
cording to

B� =
h

4De	�

, �3�

where � denotes the elastic, inelastic, or spin-orbit scattering
and D is the electron diffusion constant, given by D
= �1 /2�v f

2	e. v f is the electron Fermi velocity, determined to
be 1.0�108 cm /s from the relationship29

v f =

�2�ns

m�
. �4�

Figure 5�a� shows measured magnetoconductance charac-
teristics for a Corbino disk device with the InAs native oxide
present on the surface between the contacts, along with the
fitted curves based on the ILP theory. Figure 5�b� shows
magnetoconductance characteristics of a Corbino disk device
for which the exposed InAs surface was treated with a sulfur-
containing solution, along with the fitted curves based on the
ILP theory. With the native oxide present, the analysis based
on ILP theory yields elastic and spin-orbit scattering lengths
le=85�5 and lso=220�20 nm, respectively, and elastic
and spin-orbit scattering lengths le=65�5 and lso

=250�20 nm after surface treatment.
We interpret these results as follows: the sulfur-

passivation removes the InAs native oxide layers, thereby
suppressing the spin-orbit relaxation from oxygen scattering
centers in the InAs native oxide with paramagnetic nature,30

and eliminates surface states from the bandgap to improve
the electrical properties of InAs surface electron layers.31

However, it may also create a rougher surface and thereby
reduce the scattering lengths.32 Surface scattering is influ-
enced by both the density of surface scattering centers and
surface roughness, and it is difficult therefore to assess de-
finitively the effects of sulfur-passivation on the scattering
lengths. Hall measurements have shown that carrier densities
increase after sulfur-passivation and are consistent with

14
stronger band bending at the surface. Higher carrier densi-
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ties introduce more electron-electron scattering at lower tem-
perature and eventually reduce the elastic scattering length,
which is consistent with our measurements. We also note that
the Rashba coefficient decreases with increasing carrier
densities,27 which implies reduced spin-orbit coupling
through Rashba effects, and thus a longer spin-orbit scatter-
ing length. We speculate that the reduction of the elastic
scattering length and the increase in the spin-orbit scattering
length arise from the combination of these effects. In addi-
tion, we note that the spin-orbit scattering lengths lso ob-
tained from these measurements are in reasonable agreement
with the spin diffusion length lsf determined from spin-valve
measurements, as described in Sec. III B.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have used a combination of spin-valve electrical mea-
surements, weak localization/antilocalization measurements
and analysis, and scanned probe microscopy to assess the
influence of interfacial layers and surface treatments on spin-
polarized current injection from Co contacts into p-type
InAs, and spin-polarized electron transport within the two-
dimensional electron layer at the InAs surface. The presence
of an electrically insulating tunnel barrier at the interface
between the Co contact and InAs surface was found to be
essential to observation of nonzero spin injection efficiency,

FIG. 5. Magnetoconductance measured in Corbino disk device structure
shown in Fig. 1�b�, along with fitted curves from ILP theory, for �a� Corbino
disk device with native oxide on InAs surface and �b� Corbino disk device
with sulfur-passivated InAs surface.
with a 3 nm Al2O3 interface barrier yielding a spin injection
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efficiency of 5�2%. Spin-valve and weak localization/
antilocalization measurements at 4.2 K yielded consistent
spin scattering lengths in the range �250 nm. A sulfur-based
surface treatment was found to increase the spin scattering
length by 14% and reduce the elastic scattering length by
24%. These measurements provide both insight into spin in-
jection and transport processes for the surface electron layer
in InAs, and guidance in the design of electronic and spin-
tronic devices based on spin-dependent and/or ballistic elec-
tron transport in the InAs surface electron layer.
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